
ARCHIENEKO NFT Explained
Hello ArchieNeko Family,
I’ve been getting a lot of questions about our NFTs and I would like to take 
this time to explain a bit about and clear some questions that came up.

1. Our NFTs are all minted already and for sale in OpenSea
2. Reason all of them are minted and owned by ArchieNeko is, each of our 
NFTs are unique and has a specified role in our ArchieMeta.  So, If I let 
people mint it then they will not know which one they are getting, and I 
will not know how to price them
3. Currently they are minted and priced at 1.35 x of their possible passive 
income per month based on their role in the metaverse.

For Example:

Let’s look at a specified NFT from Project 2.1.A Everest P2E Game Centre 
(which is the first project in ArchieMeta to release) is casino-based game 
center.

a. Visit www.archienekonft.io

b. Scroll Down in ”ArchieMeta” folder and find 2.1.A under Business 
Operating on Land Section and open the PDF by clicking the box

c. First Page gives you the basic idea of the Everest Gaming Centre and 
2nd and 3rd pages gives you more details about all NFTs with in that 
project and its use cases.  Not only that, but it also gives you Status 
(Listed or Reserve) NFT Number, Description, Passive Income and 
Listed Price in ETH  

Let’s pick the first listed NFT on that list, NFT # 1132 which is the 
Assistant Manager. With Passive income of $4,725/month possible
and the cost is 6.30 ETH

NFT Number 1132
Description Assistant Manager 
Passive Income $4,725 possible
Listed Price at OpenSea 6.30 ETH

Let’s calculate how we came to this number.

We need to go back to the first page of the PDF and you shall find out, 
based on factual data collected ;

Number of visitors per day 2000
Visitors that will play with crypto (50%) 1000
Average visitor will spend about $250
Total Revenue for the day $250,000
Pay out to Players 60%
House Money $100,000/day

Now you shall look at the NFT Calculation part of that NFT and find the 
pct(%) for your particular NFT.  In this case, second line Asst Manager gets 
.15% (.0015) of the net revenue of $100,000/day and which is, $150/day and 
for the month ($150 x 30 = $4,500).  Now this is calculated with 1000 people 
and 60/40 split.  
Number of players can change, amount each player plays can change and 
of course the split can change.  But, if you take this as basic rule of thumb, 
this will show you why ArchieNeko NFT is worth to own.
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THIS IS NOT FINANCIAL ADVICE.  THESE ARE FOR EXAMPLES OF HOW THE NFTs ARE CALCULATED.  ALL FIGURES ARE SHOWN FROM DATA 
COLLECTED AND ACTUAL MAY VARY.  DYOR AND MAKE THE RIGHT DECISION 

http://www.archienekonft.io/

